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Abstract—In order to correctly model the impacts of geo-
magnetically induced current (GIC) flows, the generator step-
up (GSU) transformer status must be properly modeled. In
power flow studies, generators are typically removed from service
without disconnecting their GSU transformers since the GSU
transformer’s status has little to no impact on the power flow
result. In reality, removing a generator from service involves
also removing its GSU transformer from service. This difference
presents a discrepancy between simulated behavior and system
observations during geomagnetic disturbance (GMD) events. This
paper presents GMD case studies on 2000-bus and 24,000-bus
systems in which reactive power losses and geomagnetically
induced currents are compared across scenarios in which the
GSU transformers for the disconnected generators are either in-
service or out-of-service. The results demonstrate a 3.2—15.5%
error in reactive power losses when the GSU status is modeled
incorrectly. Discrepancies of up to 95 A per phase for branch
GIC flows and 450 A for transformer neutral GIC flows are also
observed and visualized.

Index Terms—Geomagnetic disturbances; Geomagnetically in-
duced current; Generator step-up unit; Power transformer

I. INTRODUCTION

GEOMAGNETIC disturbances (GMDs) are caused by
large bursts of intense magnetic particles released by

strong solar storms. A GMD is characterized by variations in
the earth’s magnetic field at its surface which produce low-
frequency quasi-dc currents running along transmission lines
and through transformer windings [1], [2]. The flow of these
geomagnetically-induced currents (GICs) through the system
is related to available paths to ground, such as grounded trans-
formers [3]. To correctly simulate GICs, the status of generator
step-up (GSU) transformers should be properly represented
in the power system models. Understanding GICs is useful
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because they can subject transformers to half-cycle saturation,
which results in the creation of harmonics, increased reactive
power losses, and heating of transformer windings and other
internal components [4], [5]. Power grid equipment such as
high-voltage power transformers may suffer serious effects
from GMDs [6]–[8].

This paper has three main premises with most of the focus
placed on the first and third. First, in order to correctly
model the impact of GICs on an electric grid using power
flow or transient stability analysis it is important to correctly
model the statuses of the GSU transformers for the out-of-
service generators. Second, since the GSU status of out-of-
service generators does not impact the steady state power flow
results, it is quite common to model most to all of the GSU
transformers as in-service. Third, while there are typically not
flags to indicate which transformers are GSU transformers,
they can be identified using simple and efficient algorithms.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
introduces an overview of GSU transformers, their model-
ing during steady state power flow calculations, and their
algorithmic identification. The case studies, grid statistics,
and developed scenarios are presented in Section III. The
simulation analysis and numerical results are presented in
Section IV. Lastly, a summary is provided in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Generator Step-Up Transformers in Power Systems

In a typical GSU installation, the delta-configured low
voltage windings are connected to the generator terminals
and the Y-configured high voltage windings are connected
to the transmission line or substation [9]. The IEEE guide
for generator protection indicates that a circuit breaker must
be placed at the high-side of the transformer as a minimum
requirement [10], shown in Figure 1. However, per [11], it is
more common for larger generators to have a low-side breaker
placed between the generator and the tapped connection to the
unit auxiliary transformer. This breaker is termed the generator
breaker and allows the GSU transformer to be rapidly isolated
in the event of an internal GSU fault to prevent damage to the
generator.



Fig. 1: IEEE unit generator-transformer configuration,
reproduced Figure 3-7 from [10].

For generator configurations with both high-side and low-
side GSU breakers, it is still common to open both breakers
when a generator is shut down or tripped [10]. However, in a
typical bus-branch power flow model, the GSU transformers
are rarely taken out of service even though the generator is
off-line in the model, as explained below in Section II-B.

B. GSU Modeling in Steady State Power Flow Calculations

To address the second premise that the GSU status doesn’t
affect the steady state power flow results, the generator and
GSU statuses were examined for the real-world 62,600-bus
and 8300-generator power flow model of the North American
Eastern Interconnect (EI). This case is used in [3] and repre-
sents a 2010 planning case for the then-anticipated peak 2012
conditions. The total generation is 893 GW with 159 GW
modeled as out-of-service. Of the out-of-service generators,
the generator buses are energized for all but 15 GW, indicating
that the majority of the the generators’ GSUs are in-service.
Similar trends are seen in the 2019 series models used in [12]
with models for both the EI and the WECC considered with
high- and low-load scenarios for both. The EI models have
87,000 buses and 9400 generators, whereas the WECC ones
have 23,000 buses and 4300 generators. In the EI heavy-load
case there is 917 GW of generation with 168 GW out-of-
service yet with only 14.2 GW (8.5%) at out-of-service buses.
In the EI lower load case there is 932 GW of generation with
508 GW out-of-service yet with only 13.0 GW (2.6%) at out-
of-service buses. For the WECC high load case the values are
285 GW, 61.4 GW, and 18.1 GW (29.6%) respectively. For
the WECC lower load case the values are 282 GW, 151 GW,
and 6.6 GW (4.8%).

The point of showing these values is not to imply that
they do not represent valid power flow cases. Since the GSU
transformers for out-of-service generators have no flow and
essentially no shunt reactive values, their statuses have essen-
tially no impact on standard power flow solutions. However

since GSUs are commonly grounded-wye on the high side and
delta on the low side, GICs still flow through the transformer
neutral connections and cause reactive power consumption
as demonstrated in this paper; thus having the GSU statuses
correct is important for GIC studies.

C. GSU Transformer Identification Algorithm
The paper’s final premise is that the identity of the

out-of-service generator GSU transformers can usually be
quickly determined algorithmically using the following pro-
posed straightforward algorithm. The input to the algorithm is
the electric grid topology used in the power flow (including
the bus nominal voltage values) and an assumed minimum
transmission level voltage (with 40 kV used as a default
here). Then for each generator not directly connected to a
transmission level bus the algorithm uses a using a breadth
first search to determine the set of transformers connecting
the generator to transmission level buses. Computationally the
effort required per generator bus depends on its topology. In
the simplest situation, considering of a set of generators at
the same bus directly connected to a transmission bus through
a set of GSUs, this search is trivial. That is, just the single
bus. The worst case scenario is when there is no transmission
level bus connection, such as when the grid is entirely at the
distribution level, since the algorithm would need to search the
entire grid. However, the situation can be managed by adding
a maximum bus counter with the algorithm terminating if the
counter is reached; here the counter is set to 20.

As an example, consider the previously-mentioned 87,000-
bus, 9453-generator EI grid with Figure 2 showing the dis-
tribution of GSUs found. For the 1870 generators with no
GSUs shown, 1298 are directly connected at voltages above
the transmission threshold and not considered further (with
many of these being small generators, reactive control devices,
HVDC line equivalents, or future projects). Then 572 are in
sub-transmission or distribution grids with no direct GSU path
to the transmission grid. For the rest, the vast majority have
one or two GSUs, making it straightforward for the person
doing the study to determine whether they should be opened.

Fig. 2: Number of algorithmically determined step-up transformers
for an 87,000-bus EI model.



III. CASE STUDY

A. Grid Models

To demonstrate the first premise presented in this paper,
scenarios are created from two different synthetic grids of
varying sizes. The network models of each grid reflect real-
world power systems [13]–[15] and were obtained from [16].
Both of the grids modeled contain the necessary parameters
for a GMD study, and each have GSU transformers that are
explicitly modeled in the power flow.

The first case study grid is the ACTIVSg2000 synthetic
grid with a geographic footprint located in Texas. It features a
transmission network comprised of 500-kV, 230-kV, 161-kV,
and 115-kV transmission lines. Of the 861 transformers within
the case, 457 are GSU transformers.

The second case study example is the 24,000-bus and 6300-
generator grid from [17] that geographically covers a central
region of the United States and is similar to the footprint of
MISO and SPP combined. The one-line diagram for the grid is
shown in Figure 3 with the nominal voltage of the transmission
lines show using different colors with orange for 500 kV,
red for 345 kV, blue for 230 kV, and black or gray for the
lower voltages. Overall the grid has a total installed capacity
of about 320 GW of generation with the size and location
of the generators based on the 2019 EIA 860 data [18]. This
grid is divided into 19 operating areas roughly corresponding
to the US states with the number of buses per area ranging
from 3670 down to 58.

B. Case Study Scenarios

Simulations are performed on the 2000-bus case for low and
high loading conditions. Here, the low load case represents a
prototypical low load spring case with a load of 23 GW and
the high load represents a peak summer load condition with a
load of 66 GW. The load and unit commitment scenarios are
borrowed from [19].

The loading for the 24,000-bus case as-provided is about
185 GW with the unrealistic assumption that all the generators
are in-service. Hence at this initial state, no GSUs are asso-
ciated with disconnected generators. To set a more realistic
operating point for the provided high load scenario about
1500 generators are opened, providing a still high but more
reasonable capacity reserve of about 30%. A case with 70%
loading and nearly 3000 generators offline is also prepared for
comparison.

Next, the GMD results for the grids are compared either
assuming the GSUs for the decommitted generators are in-
service (GSUs in) or out-of-service (GSUs out). Then for both
conditions the grids are modeled using an assumed uniform
electric field of 8 V/km in an eastward direction. To represent
a particularly intense storm, alpha and beta scaling factors
are not used. Numerical results are presented first for the
2000-bus grid, then for the 24,000-bus grid with supplemental
visualizations provided for additional detail.

Fig. 3: 24,000-bus one-line diagram.

IV. RESULTS

A. Reactive Power Losses

For the high and low load cases, the total transformer reac-
tive power losses decreased by 493 and 915 Mvar, respectively,
when the GSUs were correctly modeled as out-of-service.
However, this presents an unfair comparison, since naturally
one would expect that removing transformers from a network
model should decrease the total reactive power consumption.
Thus, the reactive power losses on only the transformers that
are in-service in both scenarios are analyzed and presented
in Table I. Note that the reactive power losses on GSUs
for out-of-service generators are not included in the values
in this table. Modeling GSU transformers for out-of-service
generators as in-service yields errors of approximately 3% and
16% for the high and low load cases, respectively.

Table II shows a more granular representation of the reactive
power losses for the 2000-bus grid by presenting the error in
each of the eight system areas. For the high load case, the
smallest discrepancy was in the West area, where calculated
values with incorrect representation of GSU status yielded
an error of 1.6%. The largest error for the high load case
was 7.3% in the Far West. The low load case demonstrated a
wider range, with a minimum error of 0.5% in the West and
a maximum error of 11.6% in the South Central area.

TABLE I
TRANSFORMER REACTIVE POWER LOSSES ON 2000-BUS GRID

High Load Low Load
GSUs in 7557 3796
GSUs out 7806 4495
Difference 249 698
% Error 3.2% 15.5%



TABLE II
2000-BUS REACTIVE POWER LOSS % ERROR BY AREA

Area
High Load Case

Error [%]
Low Load Case

Error [%]
Far West 7.3 4.4

North 3.5 8.1
West 1.6 0.5
South 5.0 3.6

North Central 2.7 2.9
South Central 4.2 11.6

Coast 2.0 4.9
East 3.0 9.3

B. Geomagnetically Induced Current Flows

1) Transformer GIC Effective: The effective GIC represents
the combined effect of all the GICs flowing through the
transformer windings. This value is used in the identification
of transformers at risk for thermal damage. According to the
NERC standard, transformers that have per phase effective
GICs of over 75 A are at the greatest risk of thermal damage
and, hence, should be reported by utilities to NERC [20]. Table
III shows a comparison of the number of transformers with
the effective GICs meeting this value between scenarios for
the 2000-bus case. In both loading conditions, the number of
GSUs with effective GIC flow greater than 75 A is higher in
the scenario in which the GSUs are out-of-service for out-
of-service generators. Thus, to correctly compute the effective
transformer GIC flows requires accurate modeling of the GSU
statuses, and can result in an increase in reportable findings
to NERC.

TABLE III
NUMBER OF TRANSFORMERS WITH PER PHASE

EFFECTIVE GIC ABOVE 75 A IN 2000-BUS GRID

High Load Low Load
GSUs in 46 44

GSUs out 48 52

2) Transformer Neutral GICs: When comparing the dif-
ferences between the scenarios for both cases, both increases
and decreases were observed in the GIC flows in the neutral
connections for all transformers in the network. In the 2000-
bus case, the average absolute change in GIC flow was around
7 A for the high load case with a standard deviation of 32 A,
and 28 A for the low load case with a standard deviation of 64
A. The largest absolute change observed between scenarios for
the 2000-bus high load case was 447 A. The largest absolute
change observed between scenarios for the 2000-bus low load
case was 432 A.

3) Branch GICs: Incorrect modeling of the GSU trans-
former status also yielded errors in the calculated GIC flows
on transmission lines. For the 2000-bus case in low load
conditions, the distribution of the absolute differences between
scenarios are shown for the low load case in Figure 4.
The average difference in calculated GIC flows on branches

Fig. 4: 2000-bus low load branch GIC flow absolute error.

Fig. 5: 2000-bus high load branch GIC flow absolute error.

between the scenarios was a modest 0.5 A per phase and
a majority of branches had errors of smaller magnitudes,
however some branches displayed large errors in the GIC flows
when incorrect GSU-status modeling was used. The most
substantial difference of calculated GIC flows on a branch
was 95 A per phase.

The distribution of absolute error of branch GIC flow for
the 2000-bus high load case is shown in Figure 5. The average
error is approximately 0.2 A per phase and the majority of
the branch errors were within 0.1 A per phase of the average.
The most substantial error observed was 96 A per phase. This
shows that although the average change is fairly small, there
are still substantial changes in GIC flows observed when the
status of the GSUs are modeled correctly.

C. Visualization of GIC Flows on 24,000-Bus Case

Figure 6 provides a visualization of the calculated GICs for
a portion of the 24,000-bus high load scenario with an 8 V/km
eastward field and all the GSUs unrealistically assumed to be
in-service. In the figure, the GIC flows on the transformer
neutral connections are shown using the geographic data view
(GDV) visualization approach from [21] in which the size of
the ovals is proportional to the GIC ground flow and the color
indicates the direction (green into the ground and red out of
the ground). The GICs in the transmission grid are visualized
using black arrows superimposed on the lines with the size and
direction of the arrow proportional to the flow [22]. While the
GIC flow is certainly complicated, with overall flow direction
from west to east is apparent, with grid boundaries (such as
Lake Michigan) acting as barriers to the GIC flow. Similar
visualizations could be created for the scenario with the GSUs
out-of-service.



Fig. 6: Visualization of GICs for 24,000-bus high load scenario with
all GSUs in-service and an eastward field.

Fig. 7: Visualization of GICs differences between GSUs in-service
and out-of-service in 24,000-bus high load case.

In comparing the results between these different high load
scenarios for the grid as a total the differences are relatively
modest. For example there is about a 5% difference in the
total GIC losses for the entire case. However, the differences
become more apparent as the focus shifts to say individual
areas or individual components. At the area-level the largest
difference is 12% (in South Dakota) between the two scenar-
ios. Figure 7 repeats the previous visualization, except now
values shown are the differences between the GSU in-service
and GSU out-of-service scenarios using the same scaling as
Figure 6. Note that the differences in the ground flows are
fairly uniformly distributed across the region.

Naturally as the assumed load is decreased and the number
of disconnected generators increases, the differences become
more pronounced. The second part of this example compares
the results when the load is reduced to 70% of the previous
case and the number of open generators is increased to almost
3000. An 8 V/km uniform electric field is again simulated
(this time in a northward direction) for both the unrealistic but
common power flow assumption of all the GSUs in-service,
and for the more realistic case of the GSUs for the open
generators out-of-service. Figure 8 visualizes the grid using
the previous GDV method, except now each GDV oval shows
the GIC-induced reactive power losses for the substations; the
red color is used to indicate all the losses are positive.

Next, as before the scenario is repeated except with the
GSUs associated with the out-of-service generators modeled
as open. Now the total grid reactive power losses decrease
by about 9% with again the percentage varying more by

Fig. 8: Visualization of GIC-induced substation reactive power losses
assuming all GSUs in-service in 24,000-bus high load case.

Fig. 9: Visualization of GICs differences between GSUs in-service
and out-of-service in 24,000-bus high load case.

area, substation and individual transformer. Figure 9 shows the
variation between the two cases in the reactive power losses
by substation using the same size scale as Figure 8; a green
color is used to show locations in which the losses decreased



and red where they increased.
Naturally with the GSUs opened the reactive power losses

decreased in many transformers, of course going to zero for
the thousands of now open GSUs. Overall the changed in the
transformers with decreased losses represented 22% of the
original losses. However, this was partially offset by a net
increase of 13% for the transformers with increased losses.
For a small number of transformers these changes are quite
high, with increases of more than 100 A of effective GIC
current for some.

An important additional consideration of correctly modeling
the statuses of the open generators GSUs is the GIC studies
will become much more dependent on the generators that
are assumed to be in-service. This means that two operating
states with identical loads and assumed electric fields could
have substantially difference GIC flows and associated reactive
power losses.

Note that in presenting examples with either all the GSUs
in-service or all out-of-service the implication is not that
these would be the correct grid models. There are certainly
situations in which the transformer connecting generation to
the transmission grid might normally be in-service under
almost all conditions, such as for a wind farm. The assumed
all or nothing scenarios are just to demonstrate the importance
of getting the GSU statuses correct when doing GIC related
power flow studies.

V. SUMMARY

This paper has shown that GSU transformer status must be
correctly modeled in order to correctly calculate the impacts
of GICs. GSU transformer statuses are commonly overlooked
as they have little to no impact on the steady state power flow
results; however this paper shown that the GSU transformer
statuses do impact the results of GIC studies. In this paper,
the effects of considering the GSU transformer status in GMD
studies are studied by comparing scenarios in which the GSU
transformers for offline generators were either in-service or,
more realistically, out-of-service. Simulation of GMD events
on 2000- and 24,000-bus synthetic grids with various loading
conditions showed that the modeling discrepancy resulted in
calculation errors of up to 15.5% for reactive power losses and
differences in GIC flows calculated on the transformers and
branches as well.

An important additional consideration of correctly modeling
the statuses of the disconnected generators’ GSUs is that
GIC studies will become much more dependent on which
set of generators are in-service. This means that a case with
two different unit commitment scenarios but with identical
load levels and assumed GMD electric fields could have
substantially different GIC flows and associated reactive power
losses. However, since both increases and decreases of GIC
flow values were observed when generators were decommitted
and their GSUs were disconnected, one cannot assume that
a peak load case with most of the generators connected is
the worst-case scenario. Thus, additional research needs to be

done to determine the worst-case generator dispatch scenarios
for calculating GIC flows in GMD simulations.
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